Villiers Primary School

Letters and Sounds
Phase 1 Activity Ideas

Phase 1 Activity Ideas
Environmental sounds
Identifying sounds
Listening Walks
(pg.9 L&S)

Drum outdoors
(pg.9 L&S)

Teddy is lost in the jungle
(pg.10 L&S)

Sound Lotto
(pg.10 L&S)

Dodgems

Children put their ‘Big Ears’ on and go
for a walk outside on the playground or
through the corridors in school. As they
walk around they need to listen for all
of the sounds that they can hear. Once
the walk is complete make a list of all
the sounds they can remember (in
words/pictures) discuss what they think
made each sound.
Give each child a beater/drumstick,
encourage them to explore the outdoor
area and stroke/tap objects around them
to investigate the sounds that they
make. Children demonstrate their
favourite sound to the rest of the group.
(Drum indoors first to demonstrate the
skill of tapping or stroking an object or
the instrument).
One child is chosen as the rescue, they
are taken aside while a teddy bear is
hidden. The other children guide the
rescuer to the teddy by singing a
familiar nursery rhyme or jingle loudly if the rescuer is close - or quietly- if the
rescuer is further away from the teddy.
Children will be provided with a sheet of
pictures that will match the sounds they
will hear through the activity. The
teacher will play a number of sounds
(these can be pre-recorded) and children
will then match it to the correct picture
from the ones they are given. They can
use counters or pens to tick off the ones
they matched.
Children will use paper plates as
steering wheels and drive round their
outdoor or indoor area (humming like
cars) dodging the other children. They
stop when they hear a specific sound
e.g. a rainstick, a triangle or chimes.
This will test the children’s listening skills
and can be extended for different
movements when they hear a specific
sound.

Describing sounds
Sound stories

Teacher will read through a book that
encourages child participation e.g.

(pg.10 L&S)

Mrs Browning has a box
(pg.10 L&S)

Describe and find it
(pg.11 L&S)

Socks and shakers!
(pg.11 L&S)

Favourite sounds
(pg.11 L&S)

Imitating sounds
A listening moment
(pg.9 L&S)

Mrs Browning has a box
(pg.10 L&S)

‘We’re going on a Bear Hunt’ and
children will try to join in with the
sounds within the story thinking about
why they use that particular sound.
Discuss other possible sounds if any and
incorporate actions too if applicable.
A teacher will place 4-6 noisy items in a
box, pausing to demonstrate the noise
they make and the name of the item.
Sing to the tune of ‘Old McDonald’ Mrs
… has a box ee I ee o …And in that box
she has a …. Stop and ask the children
to listen – teacher handles an object in
the box so children can’t see, they take
it in turns to guess the sound.
Teacher to set up a model farmyard
with a range of farmyard animals. They
will describe what one of the animals
looks like without saying its name. Ask
children to think of the noise the animal
may make and its name. Activity can be
repeated with zoo animals, transport
and musical instruments.
Fill opaque plastic bottles or socks with
noisy materials and ask the children to
identify what is inside from the noise it
makes. Encourage discussion about the
sound of it and the feel of it. Ask
questions: Where might we find pebbles
or shells? Which sound is louder? Which
sound do you like the best? Why?
Children will explore their
indoor/outdoor environments and listen
carefully for the sounds they can hear or
the sounds they can make. They will
then record their favourite sounds
pictorially and rank them in order of
popularity. As a group discuss the ones
they like best or least and explain why.
Using either the indoor/outdoor
environments. The teacher will ask the
children to show them how good they
are at listening (for 30 sec/1min using a
sand timer). After the listening moment
has finished ask the children what they
think made each sound and they try to
recreate the sound themselves using
their voices.
A teacher will place 4-6 noisy items in a
box, pausing to demonstrate the noise

Enlivening stories
(pg.12 L&S)

‘I hear with my little ear…’

they make and the name of the item.
Sing to the tune of ‘Old McDonald’ Mrs
… has a box ee I ee o …And in that box
she has a …. Stop and ask the children
to listen – teacher handles an object in
the box so children can’t see, they take
it in turns to guess the sound. Continue
the song and children use their voice to
imitate the sound with a zzzz here and a
zzzz there…
Teachers will choose a range of songs or
stories that encourage children to use
role-play, props or repeated sounds. E.g.
Old McDonald, Humpty Dumpty,
Wheels on the Bus, We’re going on a
bear hunt etc. As they read through the
stories or sing well-known songs children
will participate in them and complete
actions or join where appropriate.
Children will take it in turns to imitate
the sound of something they have heard
previously. The other children in the
group will take it in turns to guess what
makes that sound. Encourage the use of
good listening skills and ensure each
child has the opportunity to imitate a
sound.

Associating sounds with contexts
Describe and find it
(pg.11 L&S)

Sound stories

Sound lotto
(pg.10 L&S)

Teacher to set up a model farmyard
with a range of farmyard animals. They
will describe what one of the animals
looks like without saying its name. Ask
children to think of the noise the animal
may make and its name. Activity can be
repeated with zoo animals, transport
and musical instruments.
Listen to pre-recorded sounds that
illustrate a simple sequence of events
(e.g. a thunderstorm). Children select
two or three pictures that match the
sounds and they have to place them in
the correct order in which the sounds
are heard and explain the sequence of
events.
Children match given pictures to the
taped sounds and think about what
could be making those noises. Encourage
discussions about the sounds they are
hearing e.g. are there any noises that
are similar?

Expedition walks

Give me a sound

Teacher to lead the group outside or in
the classroom as if they were going on a
walk around a zoo. Teacher asks
children to think about the sounds they
might hear when walking round the zoo.
Images could be pinned up prior to
lesson to aid the children’s thought
process.
Read through a story and ask children
to think of sounds for certain parts of a
story – creaky door, footsteps, animals
etc. Encourage all children to experiment
with different instruments in different
ways to make loud/quiet sounds.

Instrumental sounds
Identifying sounds
Which instrument?
(pg.15 L&S)

Grandmother’s footsteps
(pg.15 L&S)

Matching sound makers
(pg.16 L&S)

Using two sets of identical instruments.
Children have the opportunity to play
with one set of instruments to introduce
the sound each one makes and their
name. One child then hides behind a
screen where the other set of
instruments are and they choose one to
play. The other children have to identify
which instrument is being played.
‘Grandmother’ has a range of
instruments and the children decide
what movement goes with which sound
(e.g. shakers for running on tip-toe,
triangle for fairy steps). Grandmother
stands with her back to the others and
plays an instrument. The other children
move in the manner of the instrument
while it is playing and they stop when it
stops. First person to reach grandmother
takes over that role and starts again. An
adult will model being the grandmother
first before a child then takes on the
role.
Show pairs of sound makers to the
children and place one set into a feely
bag. Children then choose one of the
sound makers out of the bag until they
all have one. They then listen carefully
as the teacher plays a matching sound
maker. The child with that sound make
stands up and plays it too. (Adapt it by
playing the sound maker behind a
screen so they have to identify it by just
the sound).

Hidden instruments
(pg.17 L&S)

Drum outdoors
(pg.9 L&S)

Hide the instruments around the setting,
indoors or outdoors, before the children
arrive. Ask the children to look for the
instruments and as each instrument is
discovered, the finder plays it and the
rest of the group run to join the finder.
Continue until all instruments are found.
Teacher to give each child a
beater/drumstick, encourage them to
explore the outdoor area and stroke/tap
objects around them to investigate the
sounds that they make. Children
demonstrate their favourite sound to the
rest of the group. (Drum indoors first to
demonstrate the skill of tapping or
stroking an object or the instrument).
Ask questions as the children play –
which object made the loudest sound?

Describing sounds
Story sounds
(pg.17 L&S)

Music show and tell
(pg.17 L&S)

Animal sounds
(pg.17 L&S)

Mrs Browning has a box
(pg.10 L&S)

As the teacher reads or tells stories, they
will encourage children to play their
instruments in different ways (e.g. for
giants footsteps, fairy fluttering, cat
pouncing or elephant stamping). Allow
them to make their own suggestions for
different characters. As they become
more confident with the story each child
can be responsible for a different sound.
The children will perform short
instrumental music for others in a small
group. The other children will be asked
to say what they liked about the music
and what they found interesting.
Provide the children with a variety of
animal toys or puppets and a range of
instruments. Encourage the children to
play with the animals and the
instruments and discuss matching the
sounds to the animals. Give a choice of
two instruments to represent a child’s
chosen animal and ask children to
choose which sound is a better fit (which
one sounds most like the mouse? What
do you think ____?).
Place 4-6 instruments in a box, pausing
to demonstrate the noise they make and
the name of the item. Sing to the tune
of ‘Old McDonald’ Mrs … has a box ee I
ee o …And in that box she has a …. Stop
and ask the children to listen – teacher
plays an instrument in the box so

Incy Wincy Spider

Imitating sounds
Adjust the volume
(pg.15 L&S)

Matching sounds
(pg.16 L&S)

‘I hear with my little ear…’

Echo Echo

children can’t see, they take it in turns
to guess the sound.
As a group recap the nursery rhyme
Incy Wincy Spider and talk about the
different movements the spider will be
doing on his journey through the song.
The children will have a variety of
instruments to choose from and will use
instruments to help describe the
movement of the spider. Asking
questions such as ‘What instrument
should we use when he is climbing?...
when it is raining? ….. When he is
washed away?’ Children will then
perform the nursery rhyme again with
their selected instruments.
Two children sit opposite each other
with identical instruments. Ask them to
copy each other making loud or quiet
sounds. Demonstrate between two
adults or an adult and a child first. Use
picture cards to represent loud or quiet,
e.g. a megaphone or a finger on the lips.
Children will sit in a circle with a
selection of percussion instruments. One
child starts by playing an instrument.
This is then passed around the circle and
each child must use it to make the same
sound or pattern of sounds as the
leader. Start with a single sound and
then gradually increase the difficulty by
having a complex sequence of sounds.
Children take it in turns to go behind a
screen and play an instrument. The
other children have to imitate that
sound with their voices and guess what
instrument has been used to make that
sound. Encourage the use of good
listening skills and ensure each child has
the opportunity to play an instrument.
Teacher to demonstrate sounds with
their voice and children copy it back as
best as they can. Use flashcards to help
(e.g. images of animals or transport).
Children to understand that their voice
is also an instrument. Allow children the
opportunity to be leader if they can
think of their own sounds for others to
copy.

Traffic Light Listening Game

Teacher to use a tambourine in this
activity and children have to match their
movements to how the teacher plays the
tambouring. For example if it is played
loudly - children will run/walk as fast as
they can, if it is played quietly –
children can tip-toe, if the teacher stops
playing it means stop.

Associating sounds with contexts
New words to old songs
(pg.15 L&S)

Grandmother’s footsteps
(pg.15 L&S)

Enlivening stories
(pg.12 L&S)

Sound Lotto
(pg.10 L&S)

Incy Wincy Spider

Take a song or rhyme the children know
well and invent new words to suit the
purpose and the children’s interests. Use
percussion instruments to accompany
the new words. e.g. Twinkle Twinkle
Little Star, The Grand Old Duke of York,
Row Row Row your boat etc.
‘Grandmother’ has a range of
instruments and the children decide
what movement goes with which sound
(e.g. shakers for running on tip-toe,
triangle for fairy steps). Grandmother
stands with her back to the others and
plays an instrument. The other children
move in the manner of the instrument
while it is playing and they stop when it
stops. First person to reach grandmother
takes over that role and starts again. An
adult will model being the grandmother
first before a child then takes on the
role.
Choose a range of songs or stories that
encourage children to use instruments
for sounds. E.g. Old McDonald, Humpty
Dumpty, Wheels on the Bus, We’re
going on a bear hunt etc. Question the
children’s choice of instrument/sound for
certain parts of the story or song.
Children listen to a number of
instruments (they can be pre-recorded)
and match it to the correct picture from
the ones they are given. Pictures can
relate to animals, transports or
characters and children think about
which image matches the sound best.
As a group recap the nursery rhyme
Incy Wincy Spider and talk about the
different movements the spider will be
doing on his journey through the song.
The children will have a variety of
instruments to choose from and will use
instruments to help describe the

movement of the spider. Asking
questions such as ‘What instrument
should we use when he is climbing?...
when it is raining? ….. When he is
washed away?’ Children will then
perform the nursery rhyme again with
their selected instruments.

Body Percussion
Identifying Sounds
Action Songs
(pg.20 L&S)

Listen to the music
(pg.20 L&S)

Roly Poly
(pg.20 L&S)

Short Sequence

Children need to develop a wide
repertoire of songs and rhymes. Ensure
body percussion is used through the
songs and rhymes used – claps, knee
pats and foot stamps etc. Change the
body sound with each musical
beat/sentence and perform them in time
to the beat. Encourage children to be
attentive and know when to move, add
sounds and be still. Can use The Wheels
on the bus, If you’re happy and you
know it, Wind the bobbin up etc.
Introduce one musical instrument to the
group and allow each child to play it.
Ask the children to perform an action
when the instrument is played (a clap,
jump or wave). Children take turns being
a leader and can choose different
movements for others to copy. As they
become more confident initiate a simple
sequence of movements (clap,clap,jump).
Rehearse the rhyme with actions
(rotating hand over hand as in the song
wind the bobbin up):
‘Ro….ly….po….ly….ever…so….slowly
Ro….ly….. poly faster’ Increase the speed
of the action as you increase the speed
of the rhyme. Add in verses as you go:
‘Stamp…. your…. feet...ever….so…..slowly
Stamp… your feet faster’. Ask the
children to incorporate sounds and
movements into the song.
As a group explore all the different ways
your body can make sounds (clapping
hands; foot stamping; thigh slapping;
finger clicking; kissing sound with lips;
tongue clicking; humming; grunting; toe
tapping; fairy clapping (two fingers);
fairy tapping (index finger on table top);
click fingers and whistle). Encourage
each child to think of their own
movement or adapt a given movement

Body Orchestra

and then as a group you will come up
with a short sequence of movements
keeping in time to a beat.
Explain to the children they are going to
be making music by using their body.
Teacher to lead and children to copy
before putting it all together into a
performance.
Start with the head and move your
hand up and down on it say
‘Boing,Boing’: Push finger onto nose and
say ‘Honk,Honk’: Pull one ear lobe then
the other and say ‘Ding,Dong’: Clap
hands say ‘Clap,Clap’: Tap knees and
say ‘Tap,Tap’: Stamp feet and say
‘Stamp,Stamp’: Wiggle your bottom and
say ‘Wiggle,Wiggle’. Add one sound at
a time and start from the beginning
each time and run through. When
confident reverse the order.

Describing sounds
Follow the sound
(pg.21 L&S)

Noisy neighbour 1
(pg.21 L&S)

Children sit in a circle and the adult
begins by producing a body percussion
sound that is then passed to the child
sitting next to them such as a clap. This
sound is to be passed around the circle
until it returns to the adult. Ask: Do you
think the sound stayed the same all the
way round? What changed? Did it get
faster or slower? Introduce a simple
sequence of sounds for the children to
pass on (clap, stamp, clap).
Two adults needed to lead this game.
Tell a simple story about a noisy
neighbour and invite the children to join
in. Begin with: Early one morning, the
children were all fast asleep – (ask the
children to close their eyes and pretend
to sleep) – when all of a sudden they

heard a sound from the house next
door. At this point the second adult

makes a noise from behind the screen –

Wake up children. What’s that noise?’.
The children take it in turns to identify
the sound and all join in with ‘Noisy

neighbour, please be quiet. We are
trying to sleep.
Repeat with another simple sound
(snoring, brushing teeth, yawning,
munching cornflakes etc.).

Noisy Neighbour 2
(pg.22 L&S)

Words about sounds
(pg.22 L&S)

The Pied Piper
(pg.23 L&S)

Recap Noisy neighbour 1and ask
children to suggest a suitable ending to
the story. Discuss noises they like, that
make them excited, fee cross or feel sad.
Ask when it is a good time to be noisy
and when it is best to be quiet. List the
suggestions. Give children scenarios and
ask if it is a time to be noisy or quiet?
(at the swimming pool, library, party
etc.)
Provide children with a few
activities/instruments they can freelychoose during this time. Introduce
vocabulary that helps them discriminate
and contrast sounds. E.g. slow,fast:
quiet,loud: long,short and type of sound
or movement (click, stamp, march, skip
etc). Listen to what children have to say
about the sounds they hear and then
build on and expand their ideas.
Tell the story of The Pied Piper of
Hamelin. Use different instruments for
the Piper to play, with children moving
in different ways in response. Child at
the front decides on the movement and
the rest of the group move in the same
way. They follow the leader indoors or
outdoors varying the pace and
describing the action – fast, faster, slow,
slower. Introduce new words by acting
them out (briskly, rapidly, lazily,
sluggishly, energetically) for the children
to copy and explore by acting them out
in different ways.

Imitating Sounds
Action Songs
(pg.20 L&S)

Follow the sound
(pg.21 L&S)

Children need to develop a wide
repertoire of songs and rhymes. Ensure
body percussion is used through the
songs and rhymes used – claps, knee
pats and foot stamps etc. Change the
body sound with each musical
beat/sentence and perform them in time
to the beat. Encourage children to be
attentive and know when to move, add
sounds and be still. Can use The Wheels
on the bus, If you’re happy and you
know it, Wind the bobbin up etc.
Children sit in a circle and the adult
begins by producing a body percussion
sound that is then passed to the child
sitting next to them such as a clap. This

Adjust the volume!
(pg.15 L&S)

Echo Echo

Body Orchestra

sound is to be passed around the circle
until it returns to the adult. Introduce a
simple sequence of sounds for the
children to pass on (clap, stamp, clap).
Two children sit opposite each other.
Ask them to copy each other making
loud or quiet sounds with different body
sounds. Demonstrate between two
adults or an adult and a child first. Use
picture cards to represent loud or quiet,
e.g. a megaphone or a finger on the lips.
Teacher to demonstrate sounds with
their body and children copy it back as
best as they can. Use flashcards to help.
Begin with single movements then adapt
with a short sequence if possible (knee
pat, clap, shoulder tap). Allow children
the opportunity to be leader if they can
think of their own body sounds for
others to copy.
Explain to the children they are going to
be making music by using their body.
Teacher to lead and children to copy
before putting it all together into a
performance.
Start with the head and move your
hand up and down on it say
‘Boing,Boing’: Push finger onto nose and
say ‘Honk,Honk’: Pull one ear lobe then
the other and say ‘Ding,Dong’: Clap
hands say ‘Clap,Clap’: Tap knees and
say ‘Tap,Tap’: Stamp feet and say
‘Stamp,Stamp’: Wiggle your bottom and
say ‘Wiggle,Wiggle’. Add one sound at
a time and start from the beginning
each time and run through. When
confident reverse the order.

Associating sounds with contexts
Noisy Neighbour 2
(pg.22 L&S)

The Pied Piper

Recap Noisy neighbour 1 and ask
children to suggest a suitable ending to
the story. Discuss noises they like, that
make them excited, fee cross or feel sad.
Ask when it is a good time to be noisy
and when it is best to be quiet. List the
suggestions. Give children scenarios and
ask if it is a time to be noisy or quiet?
(at the swimming pool, library, party
etc.)
Tell the story of The Pied Piper of
Hamelin. Use different instruments for
the Piper to play, with children moving

(pg.23 L&S)

Enlivening Stories
(pg.12 L&S)

Action Songs
(pg.20 L&S)

Body Percussion Poem

in different ways in response. Child at
the front decides on the movement and
the rest of the group move in the same
way. They follow the leader indoors or
outdoors varying the pace and
describing the action – fast, faster, slow,
slower. Introduce new words by acting
them out (briskly, rapidly, lazily,
sluggishly, energetically) for the children
to copy and explore by acting them out
in different ways.
Choose a range of songs or stories that
encourage children to use instruments
for sounds. E.g. We’re going on a bear
hunt etc. Encourage children’s choice of
body sound for certain parts of the story
or song.
Children need to develop a wide
repertoire of songs and rhymes. Ensure
body percussion is used through the
songs and rhymes used – claps, knee
pats and foot stamps etc. Change the
body sound with each musical
beat/sentence and perform them in time
to the beat. Encourage children to be
attentive and know when to move, add
sounds and be still. Can use The Wheels
on the bus, If you’re happy and you
know it, Wind the bobbin up etc.
Display this poem on the board and
practise performing it as a group. Ask
the children to think about all the body
movements you’ve covered and which
ones are the loudest/quietest. Take each
line of the poem at a time and ask
children to perform the action to match
the line of the poem – e.g. clap on the
beat when they say ‘clap,clap,clap’.
‘I can hear my hands go clap, clap, clap.

And I can hear my feet go stamp,
stamp, stamp.
And I can hear my legs go slap, slap,
slap.
But I can’t hear my eyes go blink, blink,
blink.
I can hear my knees go knock, knock,
knock.
And I can hear my tongue go cluck,
cluck, cluck.
I can hear my fingers go snap, snap,
snap.

But I can’t hear my head go nod, nod,
nod.’

Record the children performing the poem
and praise them for the correct
movements.

Rhythm and Rhyme
Identifying Sounds
Our favourite rhymes
(pg.25 L&S)

Rhyming books
(pg.25 L&S)

Listen to the beat
(pg.25 L&S)

Rhyming Soup
(pg.26 L&S)

Have a bag of objects which represent a
variety of rhymes – a toy spider for Incy
Wincy spider, a toy bus for Wheels on
the bus, a doll for Miss Polly had a
dolly, a toy fish for 12345 Once I
caught a fish alive etc. – and sit in a
circle with the children. Ask one child to
pick something out of your special bag.
Once the object has been picked out see
if the children can correctly identify the
rhyme it may link to and perform that
nursery rhyme as a group. Continue
until the bag is empty.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/schoolradio/nursery-rhymes-a-to-zindex/z4ddgwx
Regularly read rhyming books to the
children with plenty of intonation and
expression so that the children tune into
the rhythm of the language and the
rhyming of the words. Encourage
children to join in with repetitive phrases
such as ‘Run, Run as fast as you can,
You can’t catch me I’m the Gingerbread
Man’.
Use a variety of percussion instruments
to play different rhythms. Remind the
children to keep using their listening ears
and to move in time to the beat. – fast,
slow, skipping, marching etc. Keep the
beat simple at first – suitable for
marching – then move on to more
complex rhythms for the children to skip
or gallop to.
All of the group to sit in a group so that
they can all see the selection of rhyming
objects (rat,hat,cat) placed on the floor.
Use a bowl and spoon to act out the
song. Invite the children to choose an
object to put into the soup and place it
in the bowl. After each turn stir the
soup and sing the following to recite the
growing list of things that end up in the
soup. ‘I’m making lots of silly soup, I’m

Rhyming Bingo
(pg.26 L&S)

making soup that’s silly, I’m going to
cook it in the fridge, To make it nice and
chilly, In goes…. a fox….a box… some
socks’.
Give each child a set of three pictures of
objects with rhyming names. Hide a set
of pictures or objects matching those
pictures into a bag. The children take it
in turns to draw an object out of the
bag. Invite the children to call out when
they see an object that rhymes with
theirs and to collect it from the child
who has drawn it out of the bag. After
each rhyming set is complete chant
together and list the rhyming names.
Emphasise the rhyming pattern.

Describing Sounds
Playing with Words
(pg.26 L&S)

Odd one out
(pg.28 L&S)

I know a word
(pg.28 L&S)

Gather a set of familiar objects together
that have varying syllable patterns (e.g.
pencil, camera, umbrella, xylophone
etc.). Show the objects to the children
and talk about what they are used for
and if they have ever used them.
Encourage them to think about how the
name of the object sounds as they say
it. Introduce them to syllables and clap
them out as you say each word.
Challenge the children by clapping out
the syllables for the name of a given
object without saying the word and ask:
What object could that be?
Put out three objects or pictures – two
with names that rhyme and one that
does not. Ask the children to identify the
‘odd one out’: the name that does not
rhyme. Discuss why they think it is the
odd one out – encourage them to use
the correct vocabulary ‘it does not
rhyme’. Start with a small set of words
that can then be extended. Children
need to be familiar with rhyming word
families before they can use them in a
game so spend time looking at the
pictures and talking about the words.
Encourage children to think about and
play with rhyming words. The adult
begins with the prompt I know a word

that rhymes with cat, you need to put
one on your head and the word is ….
hat. This can be used for all sorts of
situations and with some children’s

names: I know a girl who is holding a

dolly, she is in the book corner and her
name is … Molly. As children become

more familiar with rhyme, they will
supply the missing word themselves. Try
to use a range of simple words first and
encourage children to think of what the
missing word might be before finishing
the rhyme.
Make up silly rhyming names for a pair
of puppets (e.g. Fizzy Wizzy Lizzy and
Hob Tob Bob). Introduce the puppets to
your group and invite them to join in
with the story telling, leaving gaps for
children to fill in rhyming words. For
example:
Are you poorly

Rhyming Puppets
(pg.28 L&S)

Lizzy? Oh dear. Fizzy Wizzy Lizzy is
feeling sick and ….. dizzy.
Bob is very excited. Today he is going to
be a builder. Hob Tob Bob has got a
new… job.
Rhyming Bingo
(pg.26 L&S)

Imitating Sounds
Learning Songs and Rhymes
(pg.25 L&S)

Rhyming books
(pg.25 L&S)

Create new rhyming sentences for
children to join in with.
Give each child a set of three pictures of
objects with rhyming names. Hide a set
of pictures or objects matching those
pictures into a bag. The children take it
in turns to draw an object out of the
bag. Invite the children to call out when
they see an object that rhymes with
theirs and to collect it from the child
who has drawn it out of the bag. After
each rhyming set is complete chant
together and list the rhyming names.
Emphasise the rhyming pattern.

Sing or chant nursery rhymes and
encourage the children to move in an
appropriate way. Rock gently to the
beat of ‘See-Saw Marjorie Daw’, march
to the beat of ‘Tom,Tom the Piper’s son’
and ‘The Grand Old Duke of York’, skip
to the beat of ‘Here We Go Round The
Mulberry Bush’.
Regularly read rhyming books to the
children with plenty of intonation and
expression so that the children tune into
the rhythm of the language and the
rhyming of the words. Encourage
children to join in with repetitive phrases
such as ‘Run, Run as fast as you can,

Rhyming Pairs
(pg.27 L&S)

Songs and Rhymes
(pg.27 L&S)

Rhyming Soup
(pg.26 L&S)

You can’t catch me I’m the Gingerbread
Man’.
In a pairs game, use pictures of objects
with names that rhyme. The children
take it in turns to turn two cards over
and they get to keep the pictures if they
are a rhyming pair. If they are not a
rhyming pair then they are turned face
down again and another player has
their turn. Start with a small core set of
words that can then be extended. Spend
time looking at the pictures and talking
about the pairs and the rhyming word
families once all the pairs have been
found.
Use a selection of songs that involve
children experimenting with their voices.
Nursery rhymes such as ‘Hickory,
Dickory, Dock’ provide an opportunity
for children to join in with the ‘wheee’ as
the mouse falls down. Discuss rhyming
words within the song and substitute
alternative rhyming sounds to maintain
children’s interest and enjoyment.
All of the group to sit in a group so that
they can all see the selection of rhyming
obects (rat,hat,cat) placed on the floor.
Use a bowl and spoon to act out the
song. Invite the children to choose an
object to put into the soup and place it
in the bowl. After each turn stir the
soup and sing the following to recite the
growing list of things that end up in the
soup. ‘I’m making lots of silly soup, I’m
making soup that’s silly, I’m going to
cook it in the fridge, To make it nice and
chilly, In goes…. a fox….a box… some
socks’.

Associating sounds with contexts
Finish the rhyme
(pg.27 L&S)

Catch me out

Use books with predictable rhymes in
that the children are familiar with. As
you read through stop as you come to
the final word in the rhyme and invite
children to complete it. Use plenty of
intonation and expression as the story is
recounted.
Use a puppet to deliberately say a
rhyming word wrong from a familiar
rhyme. Use
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/schoolradio/nursery-rhymes-a-to-z-

Our favourite rhymes
(pg.25 L&S)

I know a word
(pg.28 L&S)

index/z4ddgwx to find those rhymes,
play them to the children and then
repeat the rhyme with the puppet (who
deliberately makes a rhyming mistake).
The children will then need to identify
the error and explain why with
suggestions for what words could be
used.
Have a bag of objects which represent a
variety of rhymes – a toy spider for Incy
Wincy spider, a toy bus for Wheels on
the bus, a doll for Miss Polly had a
dolly, a toy fish for 12345 Once I
caught a fish alive etc. – and sit in a
circle with the children. Ask one child to
pick something out of your special bag.
Once the object has been picked out see
if the children can correctly identify the
rhyme it may link to and perform that
nursery rhyme as a group. Continue
until the bag is empty.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/schoolradio/nursery-rhymes-a-to-zindex/z4ddgwx
Encourage children to think about and
play with rhyming words. The adult
begins with the prompt I know a word

that rhymes with cat, you need to put
one on your head and the word is ….
hat. This can be used for all sorts of
situations and with some children’s
names: I know a girl who is holding a

dolly, she is in the book corner and her
name is … Molly. As children become

Listen to the beat

more familiar with rhyme, they will
supply the missing word themselves. Try
to use a range of simple words first and
encourage children to think of what the
missing word might be before finishing
the rhyme.
Use a variety of percussion instruments
to play different rhythms. Remind the
children to keep using their listening ears
and to move in time to the beat. – fast,
slow, skipping, marching etc. Keep the
beat simple at first – suitable for
marching – then move on to more
complex rhythms for the children to skip
or gallop to. Incorporate nursery rhymes
that involve moving to the beat and
encourage children to keep in time.

Alliteration
Identifying Sounds
I spy names
(pg.31 L&S)

Sitting in a circle with a group of
children, start the game by saying ‘I spy

someone whose name begins with…’..

and give the sound of the first letter, for
example ‘s’ for Sam. Ask Who can it be?
Sam stands up, everyone says the name
and that child carries on with the game

I spy someone whose name begins
with…’ and so on. Adult can be the caller
Sounds around
(pg.31 L&S)

Making aliens
(pg.31 L&S)

Digging for treasure
(pg.32 L&S)

until the children become confident with
the game.
Gather a range of objects from
inside/outside. Begin by telling the
children that they are going to be
thinking of tongue twisters today and
we need to think of words that begin
with the same sound. For example show
the children a dinosaur… ask them to
think of a name or word that begins
with the same sound ‘d’ …. I know a
word… dangerous…. dangerous dinosaur.
Can you think of one? Continue leading
with the group and allow them to
suggest words as you work through
each object.
For this activity think of some alien
names, they must be strings of
words/non-words with the same initial
sound…Ping pang poo pop, Mig mog
mully mo and Fo fi fandle fee. Talk to
the children about the names and help
them to imagine what the strange
creatures might look like. Children can
then create their own aliens with
different materials and use the aliens’
names. Draw children’s attention to the
way you start each word with the shape
of your mouth, teeth and tongue.
Collect two sets of objects suitable to
use in the sand tray. Each set of objects
must have names beginning with the
same initial sound. Choose sounds that
are very different from one another.
Bury the objects prior to the lesson and
as the children uncover the treasure, ask
them to name it and begin grouping
them by initial sound. Each time a new
object is uncovered recite the contents of
that group Wow! You’ve found a car.

Now we have a cup, a cow, a candle
and a car. Make sure all children
Bertha goes to the zoo
(pg.32 L&S)

participate with reciting and take it in
turns to uncover the treasure.
Set up a small toy zoo and join the
children as they play with it. Use a toy
bus and a bag of toy animals with
names starting with the same sound (a
lion, a lizard, a leopard, a llama and a
lobster) to act out this story. Chant the
following rhyme and allow each child to
pull an animal out of the bag in turn
and add an animal name to the list of
animals spotted at the zoo. Bertha the

bus is going to the zoo, Who does she
see as she passes through?... a pig, a
panda, a parrot and a polar bear.

Ensure the children are focused on you
and the other children as they share the
names of the animals they pick out the
bag and join in with chanting the story.

Describing Sounds
Tony the Train’s busy day
(pg.32 L&S)

Musical Corners
(pg.33 L&S)

Use a toy train and a selection of
objects starting with the same sound.
Children to sit in a circle so they can see
the objects and listen carefully as the
objects are used to act out a story with
the train. Use Page 32-33 of Letters and
Sounds Document for the story. The
objects block the track and children join
in with the list of objects that block
Tony’s way. Make sure to emphasise the
initial sound and ask the children ‘What
do you think happens next?’ so they can
choose the objects.
Put a chair in each corner of the room
or outdoors. Collect four sets of objects
– each set will contain objects that start
with the same sound (a different initial
sound for each set). Keep one object
back from each set and place the four
sets on to each of the chairs. Show the
children the four sets of objects and give
emphasis to the initial sound. Then
music will be played and once it stops
the children need to focus on the
teacher. The teacher will then show
them an object and the children will go
to the corner where they think it
belongs.

Mirror Play
(pg.34 L&S)

Silly Soup
(pg.34 L&S)

Name Play
(pg.34 L&S)

Imitating Sounds
Silly Soup
(pg.34 L&S)

Bertha goes to the zoo
(pg.32 L&S)

Provide a mirror for each child or one
large enough for the group together in
front of. Play at making faces and
copying movements of the lips and
tongue. Introduce sound making in the
mirror and discuss the way the lips
move, for example, when sounding out
‘p’ and ‘b’, the way the tongue pokes
out for ‘th’, the way the teeth and lips
touch for ‘f’ and the way the lips shape
the sounds ‘sh’ and ‘m’.
Provide the children with a selection of
objects with names that begin with the
same sound and show them that you
can make a ‘silly soup’ by putting
‘ingredients’ into a pan. Give the
children an example of a silly soup – put
objects into the pan that begin with the
same sound and allow the children to
play together and create their own silly
soups. Recite each child’s list of chosen
ingredients and make the pattern clear
to them by emphasising the initial
sound.
Call out a child’s name and make up a
fun sentence starting with the name
(Ben has a big bouncy ball, Fiona found
a fine fat frog, Miss ___ uses a messy
mop). Ask the children to think of their
own sentences for their name and for
their friends name that they can then
share with the others. Encourage the use
of good listening skills and praise the
children trying hard to think of their
own sentences.
Provide the children with a selection of
objects with names that begin with the
same sound and show them that you
can make a ‘silly soup’ by putting
‘ingredients’ into a pan. Give the
children an example of a silly soup – put
objects into the pan that begin with the
same sound and allow the children to
play together and create their own silly
soups. Recite each child’s list of chosen
ingredients and make the pattern clear
to them by emphasising the initial
sound.
Set up a small toy zoo and join the
children as they play with it. Use a toy

bus and a bag of toy animals with
names starting with the same sound (a
lion, a lizard, a leopard, a llama and a
lobster) to act out this story. Chant the
following rhyme and allow each child to
pull an animal out of the bag in turn
and add an animal name to the list of
animals spotted at the zoo. Bertha the

bus is going to the zoo, Who does she
see as she passes through?... a pig, a
panda, a parrot and a polar bear.

Letter Sound Hunt

Mirror Play
(pg.34 L&S)

Our sound box/bag
(pg.33 L&S)

Zoe the zookeeper

Ensure the children are focused on you
and the other children as they share the
names of the animals they pick out the
bag and join in with chanting the story.
Go on a walk around your classroom or
outside. Find things that begin with the
same letter sound. Can you find 3
things that begin with the letter ‘t’?
Change for other initial sounds. Children
to recall objects found with the same
initial sound a recite as a group ‘____
found a plant, a pot and a pushchair’.
Ensure whole group participation and
correct pronunciation of sounds.
Provide a mirror for each child or one
large enough for the group together in
front of. Play at making faces and
copying movements of the lips and
tongue. Introduce sound making in the
mirror and discuss the way the lips
move, for example, when sounding out
‘p’ and ‘b’, the way the tongue pokes
out for ‘th’, the way the teeth and lips
touch for ‘f’ and the way the lips shape
the sounds ‘sh’ and ‘m’.
Make collections of objects with names
beginning with the same sound. Create
a song, such as ‘What have we got in
our sound box today?’ and then show
the children the objects one at a time.
Emphasise the initial sound (ssss-snake,
ssssss-sock, ssssss-sausage).
Children to recite the list of the objects
found and copy the teachers expression
and intonation as they say the words.

Associating sounds with contexts
Zoe the Zookeeper wanted to name
some of her animals. She wants the
names to start with the same letter
sound as the animal. So far she has

thought of Charlie Chimp and Tommy
Tiger. Can you help her think of some
names for her other animals? Set up a

Tony the Train’s busy day
(pg.32 L&S)

Bertha goes to the zoo
(pg.32 L&S)

zoo in front of the children with a
variety of animals and encourage the
children to name them using alliteration.
Look at the animals and give them a
couple of examples and see what other
names they can come up with to share
with the rest of the group.
Use a toy train and a selection of
objects starting with the same sound.
Children to sit in a circle so they can see
the objects and listen carefully as the
objects are used to act out a story with
the train. Use Page 32-33 of Letters and
Sounds Document for the story. The
objects block the track and children join
in with the list of objects that block
Tony’s way. Make sure to emphasise the
initial sound and ask the children ‘What
do you think happens next?’ so they can
choose the objects.
Set up a small toy zoo and join the
children as they play with it. Use a toy
bus and a bag of toy animals with
names starting with the same sound (a
lion, a lizard, a leopard, a llama and a
lobster) to act out this story. Chant the
following rhyme and allow each child to
pull an animal out of the bag in turn
and add an animal name to the list of
animals spotted at the zoo. Bertha the

bus is going to the zoo, Who does she
see as she passes through?... a pig, a
panda, a parrot and a polar bear.

I spy names
(pg.31 L&S)

Ensure the children are focused on you
and the other children as they share the
names of the animals they pick out the
bag and join in with chanting the story.
Sitting in a circle with a group of
children, start the game by saying ‘I spy

someone whose name begins with…’..

and give the sound of the first letter, for
example ‘s’ for Sam. Ask Who can it be?
Sam stands up, everyone says the name
and that child carries on with the game

I spy someone whose name begins
with…’ and so on. Adult can be the caller
until the children become confident with
the game.

Beginning sound bingo

Provide the children with bingo picture
cards and collect objects that match the
initial sounds of the bingo pictures.
Teacher to show children an object
without saying anything, the children
have to think of the name of the object
and find an image that uses the same
initial sound on their sheet. Children to
have counters to place over the pictures
they match up during the game. Once a
child has covered up all of their images
then recite the words with matching
initial sounds.

Voice Sounds
Identifying Sounds
Voice Sounds
(pg.37 L&S)

Mouth Movements
(pg.37 L&S)

Making trumpets
(pg.37 L&S)

Metal Mike

Show children how they can make
sounds with their voices, for example:

Make your voice go down a slide –
wheeeee! Make your voice bounce like a
ball – boing, boing Sound really
disappointed – oh; Hiss like a snake –
ssssss; Gently moo like a cow –
mmmoooo; Be a steam train –
chchchchch etc. This can be extended to

join two speech sounds together like eeaw like a donkey.
Explore different mouth movements with
the children to music. For example:
blowing bubbles, sucking through a
straw, tongue stretching and wiggling.
This will help children with their
articulation. Teacher to demonstrate
and children will copy – I do it, you do
it.
With the children make amplifiers
(trumpet shapes) with simple cones of
paper and experiment by making
different noises through the cones.
Model different sounds for the children:
wail of a siren, honk of a horn, peep,
peep of a bird. Contrast loud and soft
sounds and encourage the children to
share their favourite sounds through the
amplifier. Could also use them to sound
out the phonemes that begin each child’s
name.
Children to sit in a circle or face the
front so that they can see you and
Metal Mike (toy robot computer). Have
a bag of objects ready (e.g. dog, cat,
mug, sock) and sound out and use the

(pg.38 L&S)

Whose voice?
(pg.38 L&S)

phonemes in their names. Ask each child
to take a picture out the bag. Hold it up
and tell them that Metal Mike is a
computer so he talks with a robot voice.
Ask the children to name the object like
Metal Mike would and demonstrate it
for them in a robotic voice. Feed the
object into Metal Mike and move onto
the next. Ensure you encourage the
group to listen as you sound it out and
ask them to join you.
Record some children talking while they
are busy with a freely chosen activity
and play the recording to a larger
group. Can the children identify each
other’s voice? Create a talking book for
the group or class with photographs of
each child and help them record their
own message – My name is ….. I like
singing etc.

Describing Sounds
Give me a sound
(pg.39 L&S)

Sound Story Time
(pg.39 L&S)

Sound Lotto 2
(pg.39 L&S)

Watch my sounds
(pg.39 L&S)

After making a sound with your voice,
talk about the ‘features’ of the sound
with the children – was it a long sound,
a loud sound, did it change from high to
low, etc? Introduce vocabulary
gradually with examples and visual cues
(e.g. symbols and pictures) to help the
children who have difficulty
understanding. Then introduce new
vocabulary to the children to help them
describe the sound (e.g. the high and
low pitch).
Discuss with the children how they can
use their voices to add sounds to stories
such as ‘Bear hunt, Chicken Licken or
Three Billy Goats Gruff. Repeat
favourite rhymes and poems in different
voices together (whispering, growling,
shouting, squeaking) and discuss the
differences.
Record the children using their voices to
make suitable sounds for simple pictures
(of animals, steam train, doorbell, clock).
Ask them to listen to the recording later
and match each sound to a picture.
Discuss what each sound is like and why
it best suits that picture.
Give the children mirrors to observe
their faces, lips, teeth and tongue as
they make different speech sounds and

Character Talk

Imitating Sounds
Chain Games
(pg.38 L&S)

Animal noises
(pg.40 L&S)

Old MacDonald had a farm

Character Talk

experiment with their voices. Provide
home-made megaphones in the outdoor
area for children to experiment with
different speech sounds and their
volume.
Play a funny voices game as you listen
to a story. Think about the sounds or
voices each character might use and try
saying some sentences as if they were
that character. For example the angry
troll in the three billy goats gruff ‘Who’s
that trip-trapping over my bridge?’ in a
growling/angry voice. Explore their ideas
and see how many different characters
they can add a voice to.
Sitting in a circle with a group of
children the adult will lead the group by
making a long sound with their voice,
varying the pitch (e.g. eeeeeeeee). The
next person will repeat the sound and
continues as the next person joins in to
form a chain. The sound gets passed as
far round the circle as possible and will
start again once the chain is broken.
Vary the pitch and sound of voice used
with the children and choose different
long sounds to practise making chains
with.
Provide children with a range of animal
masks, and tails if possible, to
encourage the children to dramatise
animal sounds and movements. Discuss
how each animal may move and sound
before the lesson begins to develop their
thought processes. Record the children
as they move around and encourage
them to swap ‘costume’ and experiment
with as many different animals as
possible.
With your group talk about experiences
on a farm and discuss the different
animals that we may find at a farm.
What noises might they make? Rehearse
the song together adding in as many
animals as possible with the appropriate
sounds for each animal. Encourage
children to suggest their own animal
and noise to complete the verses.
Play a funny voices game as you listen
to a story. Think about the sounds or

Voice Sounds
(pg.37 L&S)

voices each character might use and try
saying some sentences as if they were
that character. For example the angry
troll in the three billy goats gruff ‘Who’s
that trip-trapping over my bridge?’ in a
growling/angry voice. Explore their ideas
and see how many different characters
they can add a voice to.
Show children how they can make
sounds with their voices, for example:

Make your voice go down a slide –
wheeeee! Make your voice bounce like a
ball – boing, boing Sound really
disappointed – oh; Hiss like a snake –
ssssss; Gently moo like a cow –
mmmoooo; Be a steam train –
chchchchch etc. This can be extended to
join two speech sounds together like eeaw like a donkey.

Associating sounds with contexts
Target sounds
(pg.38 L&S)

Sound Lotto 2
(pg.39 L&S)

Singing Songs
(pg.40 L&S)

Getting Dressed

Give each child a target sound to put
into a story when they hear a particular
word or character (e.g. make a ch sound
when they hear the word ‘train’). Start
with a single sound for the group of
children to make together when they
hear a target word. Prompt the children
at the beginning and leave pauses in
your reading to make it obvious where
the sounds are needed.
Record the children using their voices to
make suitable sounds for simple pictures
(of animals, steam train, doorbell, clock).
Ask them to listen to the recording later
and match each sound to a picture.
Provide them with a large range of
rhymes and songs so that children can
listen and join in with their favourites
and extend their repertoire.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/schoolradio/nursery-rhymes-a-to-zindex/z4ddgwx
Explain to the children that today they
need to help a toy to get dressed to go
outside. Place clothes items in front of
the children (they can be images).
Explain the toy wants to play a game
with the children to help him get dressed
so they will be using a robot voice to
ask for the clothes. They will need to
discuss the items of clothing that they

Making Trumpets
(pg.37 L&S)

will need and in which order. Teacher to
segment the phonemes eg “sh-or-ts”.
Children copy robot voice and action
then blend phonemes to say the item the
puppet wants to put on eg “sh-or-ts,
shorts”.
With the children make amplifiers
(trumpet shapes) with simple cones of
paper and experiment by making
different noises through the cones.
Model different sounds for the children:
wail of a siren, honk of a horn, peep,
peep of a bird. Contrast loud and soft
sounds and encourage the children to
share their favourite sounds through the
amplifier. Could also use them to sound
out the phonemes that begin each child’s
name. Discuss when the children might
hear such sounds and where they may
have heard them before.

Oral blending and segmenting
Identifying Sounds
Oral Blending
(pg.42 L&S)

Toy Talk
(pg.42 L&S)

Give children instructions or ask
questions where the last word is a single
syllable word and can be segmented
into separate phonemes. Immediately
blend the sounds back together to say
the word – it’s time to get your c-oa-t,
coat! or Touch your t-oe-s, toes! Use
only single syllable words for oral
blending. Make it a game to see who
can respond fastest and then sit in a
circle and ask questions in the same
manner to see who can respond. Also
share a rhyming book with the children
and segment and blend the last word of
a line/rhyming couplet.
Introduce the children to a toy that can
only talk in “sound-talk”. The toy will
whisper to the teacher throughout this
session, the teacher will repeat the
sounds, look puzzled and the say the
word straight afterwards. For example

what would Charlie like for tea today?

The toy speaks silently into the adult’s
ear and the adult repeat ‘ch-ee-se’
looking puzzled and then says with relief
‘cheese!’. Then invite the children to
speak like the toy and repeat ‘ch-ee-se’.
Then continue with another question
‘What else would you like?’ Remember

Clapping sounds
(pg.42 L&S)

Which one?
(pg.43 L&S)

I spy
(pg.43 L&S)

to stick to single syllable words and use
different scenarios. As the children
become confident being to make
deliberate errors with blending to see if
they notice and encourage the children
to ask the toy questions.
Thinking of words that use the letters ‘s,
a, t, p, i, n’ – sat, pin, nip, pat etc)
sound them out and clap each phoneme
with the children in unison. Blend the
phonemes to make the whole word
orally. Teacher to demonstrate first and
then children join in making sure that
they use the correct sound as they clap.
Lay out a selection of objects that are
familiar to the children. They need to
contain three phonemes (leaf, sheep,
soap, fish etc). Check that all children
recognise the objects and bring out the
sound-talking toy. Ask the children to
listen carefully while it says the name of
the objects in sound talk so they can
help put the sounds together and say
the word. They toy sound talks the
word leaving a gap between each
phoneme. All the children can then
repeat the sounds and blend them to
identify the object.
Place a selection of objects or pictures of
objects in front of the children that
contain two or three phonemes (zip, hat,
comb, cup, chain, boat, tap). Check all
the children know the names of the
objects first. The ‘toy’ says ‘I spy with
my little eye a z-i-p’ Invite the children
to say the name of the object and hold
it up. All the children can then say the
individual phonemes and blend them
together ‘z-i-p, zip’. When children are
confident with this game introduce
objects that begin with the same initial
phoneme so that it will encourage the
children to listen and blend right
through the word.

Describing Sounds
How many?

When children are used to oral blending
and can readily blend two or three
phonemes to make words, introduce the
idea of counting how many phonemes
they can hear. For example, p-i-g, pig. If
we say the phonemes in that word one

Clapping Sounds
(pg.42 L&S)

Segmenting
(pg.43 L&S)

Say the sounds
(pg.44 L&S)

Getting dressed

by one, how many phonemes can we
hear? Let’s use our fingers to help us: pi-g, one, two, three phonemes.
Thinking of words that use the letters ‘s,
a, t, p, i, n’ – sat, pin, nip, pat etc)
sound them out and clap each phoneme
with the children in unison. Blend the
phonemes to make the whole word
orally. Teacher to demonstrate first and
then children join in making sure that
they use the correct sound as they clap.
Discuss the similarities and differences
between words – the amount of
phonemes and various sounds.
Encourage the children to come up to
the toy to talk in sound-talk about
different scenarios. For example, ‘Let’s
tell the toy what we eat our dinner
with’, discuss with the children that we
use a knife and fork then tell the toy.
Teacher demonstrates responding first
and then the children repeat. Continue
with different questions ‘Let’s tell the toy
what we drink out of’, ask children for
their responses, teacher responds first
and children repeat in the same soundtalk. Ask children for other scenarios or
let them give the toy instructions –
modelling segmenting for the children to
copy.
Have a bag of objects ready that have
three-phoneme names and that the
children are familiar with segmenting
and blending. Allow one child to see an
object from the bag and ask them to try
and separate sounds in the name of the
object, just like the toy does (d-u-ck).
The other children then blend the sounds
together to make the word. The child
can then reveal the object to show
whether the children are right.
Explain to the children that today they
need to help a toy to get dressed to go
outside. Place clothes items in front of
the children (they can be images).
Explain the toy wants to play a game
with the children to help him get dressed
so they will be using a robot voice to
ask for the clothes. They will need to
discuss the items of clothing that they
will need and in which order. Teacher to

Imitating Sounds
Cross the river
(pg.43 L&S)

Segmenting
(pg.43 L&S)

Toy talk
(pg.42 L&S)

segment the phonemes eg “sh-or-ts”.
Children copy robot voice and action
then blend phonemes to say the item the
puppet wants to put on e.g. “sh-or-ts,
shorts”.
Choose a selection of objects like those
in Which one? There can be more than
one of the same object. Make a river
across the floor or ground outside with
chalk or ropes. Give each child an object
and check they all know the names of
the objects. The sound-talking toy then
calls out the name of an object in soundtalk (p-e-g). The children who have that
object then blend the sounds together to
make the word, saying it out loudly, and
if correct they can then cross the river.
Once all children have crossed then
swap objects and repeat.
Encourage the children to come up to
the toy to talk in sound-talk about
different scenarios. For example, ‘Let’s
tell the toy what we eat our dinner
with’, discuss with the children that we
use a knife and fork then tell the toy.
Teacher demonstrates responding first
and then the children repeat. Continue
with different questions ‘Let’s tell the toy
what we drink out of’, ask children for
their responses, teacher responds first
and children repeat in the same soundtalk. Ask children for other scenarios or
let them give the toy instructions –
modelling segmenting for the children to
copy.
Introduce the children to a toy that can
only talk in “sound-talk”. The toy will
whisper to the teacher throughout this
session, the teacher will repeat the
sounds, look puzzled and the say the
word straight afterwards. For example

what would Charlie like for tea today?

The toy speaks silently into the adult’s
ear and the adult repeat ‘ch-ee-se’
looking puzzled and then says with relief
‘cheese!’. Then invite the children to
speak like the toy and repeat ‘ch-ee-se’.
Then continue with another question
‘What else would you like?’ Remember
to stick to single syllable words and use

Say the sounds
(pg.44 L&S)

Splat it!

different scenarios. As the children
become confident being to make
deliberate errors with blending to see if
they notice and encourage the children
to ask the toy questions.
Have a bag of objects ready that have
three-phoneme names and that the
children are familiar with segmenting
and blending. Allow one child to see an
object from the bag and ask them to try
and separate sounds in the name of the
object, just like the toy does (d-u-ck).
The other children then blend the sounds
together to make the word. The child
can then reveal the object to show
whether the children are right.
Need fly swatters for this game. Split
the group into two and place images of
objects (that have names of two or three
phonemes) onto the floor. Check
children know the names of the objects
and demonstrate segmenting and
blending them. The children stand
around the objects in a line for their
team and will have to listen carefully to
the teacher for the segmented word to
see which picture they need to ‘splat’.
The children will take it in turns, one
child from each team will compete to
swat the correct image, they pass the fly
swatter onto the next child once they’ve
had their go. The child who ‘splatted’
the image first will get to pick up and
keep it and it will count as 1 point for
their team at the end of the game.
Repeat until all images have gone and
see which team has won.

Associating sounds with contexts
Getting dressed

Puppet or toy has to get dressed. Place
items of clothes in front of the children.
Explain the toy wants to play a game
with the children to help him get dressed
so they will be using a robot voice to
ask for the clothes. Teacher to segment
the phonemes eg “sh-or-ts”. Children
copy robot voice and action then blend
phonemes to say the item the puppet
wants to put on eg “shorts”.

Animal hunt

Toy Talk
(pg.42 L&S)

Prior to the lesson hide farm animals
around the playground or classroom
(using photographs or objects) that have
two or three phonemes. Children to
practise segmenting words as they
sound talk the names of the animals
they find on the hunt. Come back at the
end as a group and ask children to
share the animals that they found with
the group. Encourage them to use
sound-talking as they do.
Introduce the children to a toy that can
only talk in “sound-talk”. The toy will
whisper to the teacher throughout this
session, the teacher will repeat the
sounds, look puzzled and the say the
word straight afterwards. For example

what would Charlie like for tea today?

Oral blending
(pg.42 L&S)

Which one?
(pg.43 L&S)

The toy speaks silently into the adult’s
ear and the adult repeat ‘ch-ee-se’
looking puzzled and then says with relief
‘cheese!’. Then invite the children to
speak like the toy and repeat ‘ch-ee-se’.
Then continue with another question
‘What else would you like?’ Remember
to stick to single syllable words and use
different scenarios. As the children
become confident being to make
deliberate errors with blending to see if
they notice and encourage the children
to ask the toy questions.
Give children instructions or ask
questions where the last word is a single
syllable word and can be segmented
into separate phonemes. Immediately
blend the sounds back together to say
the word – it’s time to get your c-oa-t,
coat! or Touch your t-oe-s, toes! Use
only single syllable words for oral
blending. Make it a game to see who
can respond fastest and then sit in a
circle and ask questions in the same
manner to see who can respond. Also
share a rhyming book with the children
and segment and blend the last word of
a line/rhyming couplet.
Lay out a selection of objects that are
familiar to the children. They need to
contain three phonemes (leaf, sheep,
soap, fish etc). Check that all children
recognise the objects and bring out the

sound-talking toy. Ask the children to
listen carefully while it says the name of
the objects in sound talk so they can
help put the sounds together and say
the word. They toy sound talks the
word leaving a gap between each
phoneme. All the children can then
repeat the sounds and blend them to
identify the object.

